Infrastructure - Task #3568
fonts in weblate look ugly
2022-01-16 00:08 - Roman Kuznetsov

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Tags:
URL:

Description
https://i.imgur.com/isFoSov.png look at the fonts there
I use FF 96.0.1 in Windows 7, 100% scale the site and fonts in OS

History
#1 - 2022-01-16 05:58 - Beluga Beluga
Seems to be very much not our bug, but some Windows 7 issue. Renders fine in Windows 10. I don't think such issues are ever the fault of a website, but the operating system.

I already tried to convince Adobe Fonts to run ttfautohint on their fonts and was met with a negative response.